Abstract. For discrete competitive dynamical systems, amenable general conditions are presented to guarantee the existence of the carrying simplex and then these results are applied to age-structured semelparous population models, as well as to an annual plant competition model.
Introduction
In population ecology, there are many mathematical models of competition in which an increase of the population size or density of one species does have a negative effect on the per capita growth rate of both the same and other species. The well-known construction of Smale [24] showed that mathematical models of competition between species could lead to differential equations with extremely complicated dynamics. On the other hand, Hirsch [12] proved that there exists an (n−1)-dimensional balanced attractor, called carrying simplex (see [13, 33] ), attracting all nontrivial orbits provided the system is totally competitive and the origin is a repeller. This then led to the insight that n-dimensional competitive systems behave like (n − 1)-dimensional general systems, for example the Poincaré-Bendixson theorem holds for 3-D competitive systems.
Recently, the well-known results of Hirsch have been generalized and the existence of the carrying simplex for Kolmogorov competitive mappings has been verified by the second author in joint work with Jiang [30] . More precisely, let T be a mapping from C to C, where C = {x ∈ R n : x i ≥ 0 for all i}, satisfying the following seven hypotheses:
(H1) T is a C 2 -diffeomorphism onto its image T C. 
. , T n )).
Hypotheses (H1)-(H6) were first introduced by H. L. Smith [25] and are motivated by applications and in particular by techniques for dealing with the Poincaré maps associated with time-periodic differential equations. By introducing the additional mild hypothesis (H7), Wang and Jiang [30] were able to prove
Theorem (Wang and Jiang [30] ). Let T : C → C be a map satisfying the hypotheses (H1)-(H7).
Then there exists a compact invariant hypersurface Σ, called carrying simplex, such that
(a) For any x ∈ C \ {0}, there is some y ∈ Σ such that
(b) Σ is homeomorphic via radial projection to the (n − 1)-dim standard probability simplex Figure 1 shows the carrying simplex in the three dimensional case. The geometry and smoothness of carrying simplices and the dynamics on carrying simplices have been widely investigated for continuous-time cases (see [10, 16, 18, 19, 32, 33, 34] ) and discrete-time cases (see [4, 14, 21, 25, 30] ).
The theory of the carrying simplex has been applied successfully to many mathematical models described by differential equations such as competitive Lotka-Volterra systems [33, 34] , the growth of phytoplankton in a chemostat [26, 27] and competitor-competitor-mutualist models [11, 15] , etc.
However, it is somewhat of an embarrassment that the theory of the carrying simplex does not seem to apply easily to discrete-time models. The main obstacle is that, although it can be easily checked for the Poincaré map associated with time-periodic differential equations (see [30] ), the hypothesis (H6) is actually very difficult, sometimes more or less hopeless, to check in discrete-time models. This is indeed the situation, for example, when we investigate a class of nonlinear Leslie models, describing the population dynamics of an age-structured semelparous species (see [5, 6, 7] ).
Semelparous species are those whose individuals reproduce only once and die afterwards. Examples include many plants, Pacific salmon, cicada's and many other insects. For many species, in particular many cicada species, the period in between being born and going to reproduce is strictly fixed at, say, k years. The population then subdivides into subpopulations according to the year of birth modulo k (or, equivalently, the year of reproduction modulo k ). Such a subpopulation is called a year class. Year classes mate and reproduce k years later, so are reproductively isolated from other classes. However, they may still interact by influencing each others living conditions, e.g. by competition for food or space. So competitive interaction between individuals is modeled via a feedback loop involving variable environmental conditions (cf. [8, 9] ). Mathematically, the discrete-time model can be expressed as (see [5] for Biennials and [6] for the general case)
and
Here N (t) = (N 0 (t), · · · , N k−1 (t)) and N i (t) is the density of the i-th age class in year
is the survival probability of the i-th class, while h k−1 is the per capita expected number of offspring of the (k − 1)-th class. For each i = 0, · · · k − 1, h i has, for instance, the Beverton-Holt form
where σ i , g i are positive constants with
is a nonnegative constant vector with k−1 i=0 c i = 1. Biologically, c i is called the age-specific impact on the environmental condition, and g i is called the sensitivity to the environment. Observe that the one-dimensional environmental condition E has an influence on survival and reproduction, but is also influenced by the population size and composition.
Working with Davydova and van Gils, the first author [6, 7] investigated the dynamics of semelparous populations and found various phenomena, such as competitive exclusion (also called single year class (SYC) behaviour in [3, 31] , or synchronization in [20] ), coexistence, vertical bifurcation and the possibility of an attracting heteroclinic boundary cycle. One of the main techniques of the analysis in [6, 7] is to consider the "full-life-cycle map" T , which is defined as the kth-iterate of the map featuring in (1.1), i.e., define the map T :
Extensive numerical simulation of the combined bifurcation diagram of SYC-points and MYC-points (M for "Multiple") for the case k = 3 confirmed that the dynamics of T is very similar to the stable phase classification of the 3-D competitive Lotka-Volterra systems (see [33] ).
So, it is reasonable to expect that the full-life-cycle map is competitive so that a carrying simplex exists.
Exploiting the monotonicity of the one-dimensional environmental condition E under some interesting inverse iteration and the properties of cyclic shift, one can eventually verify that the full-life-cycle map T indeed satisfies the Hypotheses (H1)-(H5) and (H7) (see the details in Section 4). However, to check (H6) is actually more or less hopeless. Observe that (H6) is of key importance to prove the existence of the carrying simplex (see [25, 30] ).
The objective of this paper is to provide, by following a different approach, amenable general conditions for Kolmogorov competitive maps that guarantee the existence of the carrying simplex .
More precisely, we modified the hypotheses (H1) and (H7) as follows:
Without adopting the hypothesis (H6), we have as our main result 
(b)Σ is homeomorphic via radial projection to the (n − 1)-dim standard probability simplex := {x ∈ C :
Remark 1.1. The hypothesis (H7') can be easily checked in various discrete-time models. For example, according to (H2), we can rewrite the mapping T as:
where
as in differential equations we might call this "total competition"). Then a straightforward calculation yields that (H7') holds.
For age-structured semelparous population models, although the condition ∂G i ∂x j (x) < 0 does not always hold (see the example presented in Remark 4.3), hypothesis (H7') can still be obtained by the monotonicity of the environmental condition E. Thus we obtain an affirmative answer for the conjecture concerning the existence of a carrying simplex in [6, 7] , that is,
Theorem 1.2. Let T : C → C be the full-life-cycle map of the age-structured semelparous population model with Beverton-Holt type nonlinearity. Then there exists a carrying simplex Σ such that
(b)Σ is homeomorphic via radial projection to the (k − 1)-dim standard probability simplex.
As a corollary we derive a far reaching generalization of the result in [7] concerning the existence of a heteroclinic cycle at the boundary of the positive cone in the three-dimensional case. Proof. The intersection of Σ with a coordinate plane is an invariant line segment connecting the two fixed points on the axes. Since there are no interior fixed points on this line segment, the restriction of T to the segment must be a monotone one-dimensional map. Accordingly all orbits on the segment have one fixed point as the α-limit set and the other as the ω-limit set. By the cyclic symmetry, a fixed point on an axis is necessarily an ω-limit point in one plane and an α-limit point in the other.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce some notations, give relevant definitions and preliminaries which will be important in our proofs. Theorem 1.1 is proved in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to the study of the existence of a carrying simplex for the age-structured semelparous population. As another application of our result, in Section 5, we will show that some annual plant competition model (see, e.g. [23] ) also has a carrying simplex.
Notations and Preliminary Results
Given
For two vectors x, y ∈ H I , we write
and the boundary of C is ∂C. We also let H
A set in R n is order convex if it contains the order closed intervals defined by each pair of its elements. If A is a subset of a topological space X, A denotes the closure
is called unordered if A does not contain two points related by <.
In the first case, we say that such an x does not have a full backward orbit. The ω-limit set of x is defined
compact in C, then the ω-limit set of x is nonempty and invariant, i.e., T ω(x) = ω(x). Furthermore, the α-limit set of x is nonempty and invariant provided x has a full backward orbit and
From the Hypotheses (H1') and (H2)-(H5), one can obtain some properties of the map T (see 
Proposition 2.2. For each ∅ = I ⊆ N , T is strongly competitive in the interiorḢ
, where u i are the fixed points introduced in the statement of (H5). Here we are abusing notation and allowing u i to denote a point in R or the corresponding point on the boundary of C as required by the context. Then one has the following three propositions, the proofs of which can also be found in [25] .
Proposition 2.3. The set
Γ = ∞ k=1 T k [0, u]
is a nonempty, order-convex global compact attractor of T in C. M := ∂Γ is an unordered invariant compact set containing the fixed points
projection to the (n − 1)-dim standard probability simplex.
Proposition 2.4. The domain of repulsion of the origin
B(0) := {y ∈ ∞ k=1 T k C : T −j y → 0 as j → ∞}
is a nonempty order-convex invariant open set in C. B(0) ⊂ Γ and S := ∂B(0) is an unordered invariant compact set containing the fixed points
radial projection to the (n − 1)-dim standard probability simplex.
Proposition 2.5 (Non-ordering of Limit-sets). Any ω-or α-limit set of x ∈ C
• cannot contain two points related by <.
Before ending this section, we shall state several known results which will be important in the proof of the main result. In order to do this, we first introduce some crucial definitions and notations.
Let p be an m-periodic point and we define, as in [29] ,
Working with Jiang, the second author [29] 
The proof of the main result
In this section, we always assume that the hypotheses (H1'), (H2)-(H5) and (H7') hold. Note that, by Propositions 2.1-2.3, the hypotheses (H1'),(H2)-(H5) imply Dissipation, Competition, and Strong competition. Therefore, the assumption of Proposition 2.6 always holds in this section.
We break the proof of the main result into several Lemmas.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that S ∩ ∂C = M ∩ ∂C. Then given any 0 x y satisfying x ∈ S and
Proof. Given any 0 x y satisfying x ∈ S and y ∈ M . Suppose that z ∈ α(x) ∩ α(y), then there is a sequence n k → +∞ such that T −n k x → z. Without loss of generality assume that
On the other hand, it follows from (H7') that, for each i ∈ N , T −n
is a decreasing sequence. Thus,
Thus we have proved α(x) ∩ α(y) = ∅.
Suppose that α(x) ∩ ∂C = ∅. Then one can find a w ∈ α(x) ∩ ∂C and a sequence n k → +∞
Without loss of generality we assume
Note that M is unordered, hence w = w , which contradicts (H7') according to the same argument as in the paragraph above. for all w ∈ W . We claim that J = ∅. If not, then one can choose a j ∈ J such that 0 < q j < w j , and hence again by (H7'), we have
Therefore, J = ∅, that is, q = 0. So T −l w → 0 as l → +∞ for all w ∈ W , which implies that x ∈ S.
Similarly, we can obtain that x ∈ M . Indeed, if x / ∈ M then one can find a z ∈ Γ ∩Ḣ 
Proof. The proof goes by induction on n. If n = 1, then Γ is an interval [0, u i ] where u i is some fixed point of T in some axis, which is induced from the hypothesis (H5). Then the statement is trivial.
From now on we assume n > 1. The induction hypothesis is that Theorem 3.1 holds for systems in R m if m < n.
Given any ∅ = I N , the hypotheses of (H1'), (H2)- (H5) 
Age-Structured semelparous populations
Consider a semelparous species with a life cycle of exactly k years, so consisting of k reproductively isolated year classes. Once a year class goes extinct, it remains extinct. We then say that the year class is "missing". The periodical insects [3] are those for which all but one year classes are missing.
The prime example are the Magicicadas (The k = 17 species had its most recent emergence in the North-East United States in 2004).
We consider the discrete-time model described by (1.1) and the associated full-life-cycle map (1.4). We want to check that the hypotheses (H1'), (H2)-(H5) and (H7') from Section 1 hold for the discrete-time system (1.4).
Firstly, it is easy to see that all coordinate axes and faces are invariant under the full-lifecycle map T , which implies that (H2) holds. Secondly, (H5) is actually concerned with the onedimensional dynamics. Since we consider Beverton-Holt type nonlinearities, one can easily see that the corresponding one-dimensional map shows convergence of all nontrivial orbits towards the positive steady state (which is hyperbolic) for values of parameters for which the positive steady state exists (or, equivalently, the basic reproduction ratio exceeds one). 
Clearly σ = 0, since otherwise, by (H2) both ζ and T ζ would be in ∂H + I , and that contradicts our choice of σ. Therefore σ = 0 and T ζ = z. Now it remains to show (H1'), (H3) and (H7') for (1.4). In order to verify (H1') and (H3), we need the following Propositions:
Proposition 4.2. T is injective, T is competitive in C and strongly competitive inḢ
We claim thatT is injective,T is competitive in C and strongly competitive inḢ
which implies that
Since h i is of Beverton-Holt type, Eh i (E) is strictly increasing as a function of E. So for given v there is at most one solution E for (4.1). Once E is determined, so is x via
HenceT is injective. Moreover, as a function of v, the rhs of (4.1) is strictly increasing. Therefore E is a strictly increasing function of v. The formula
that the same holds for all component of x, which implies thatT is competitive in C, and even strongly competitive inḢ + I . Thus we have proved the claim. It is not difficult to see that the full-life-cycle map T = (ST ) k , where
is the cyclic forward shift on R k . Therefore, T is injective, competitive in C and strongly competitive Proof. Denote by P = ST withT introduced in Proposition 4.2 above, then the full-life-cycle map
Obviously, P is also injective and competitive in C. Based on the argument following the formula (4.1) in the proof of Proposition 4.2, we let E j (x) denote the unique solution of
2)
It is easy to see that σ k I = I. Now, given any nonempty index subset
Then one has P k x < P k y and
Moreover, by the competitiveness of P and the property of the shift S , one has P j x < P j y and P j i x < P j i y for all i ∈ σ j I and j = 1, · · · , k, which implies that P j+1 x < P j+1 y and P j+1 x σ j+1 I P j+1 y for all j = 0, · · · , k − 1. It follows from (4.2) and the strict monotonicity of E with v, where v is as in (4.1) , that E j (x) < E j (y) for all j = 0, · · · , k − 1. Hence,
Thus we have completed the proof.
Remark 4.2. When
one might try to derive an explicit expression for (1.4) but the expression will be extremely complicated and not yield any insights. 
where R 0 is the positive constant representing the basic reproduction ratio. Then an easy calculation shows that
Note that Theorem 1.2 on the existence of the carrying simplex for the age-structured semelparous model is, now that we have verified all hypotheses, a corollary of Theorem 1.1.
Application to an annual plant competition model
The annual plant competition model we consider here was first derived by Atkinson [2] and Allen et al. [1] (see also a discrete-time model formulated by Jones and Perry in the book [22] ). In particular, the three-species annual plant model can be simplified and expressed as
+ bx 2 (n),
where x i (n)(i = 1, 2, 3) is the density of species i at time n, b and α i , β j are the seedbank and competition coefficients, respectively, and
for all i = 1, 2, 3.
Roeger and Allen [23] studied the local dynamics and Hopf bifurcations of the discrete-time model (5.1) under the additional assumption that the three species compete in the rock-scissors-paper type,
i.e., 0 < α i < 1 < β i , i = 1, 2, 3. Their analysis and numerical simulations strongly suggest that a two-dimensional carrying simplex exists for (5.1). In this section, we will show that this is indeed even true with no restriction of rock-scissors-paper manner. Therefore, all the interesting dynamics (for example, center manifold of the positive equilibrium, periodic solutions and heteroclinic cycles, etc.) are on the two-dimensional carrying simplex. Moreover, we can deduce that the dynamics is trivial if there is no positive equilibrium (see the following Corollary 5.2). We do believe that the existence of the carrying simplex will shed light on the investigation of the global behaviour and the complete classification of (5.1). We will leave this as a future research topic. Now we focus on the proof of the existence of the carrying simplex. Define the map T :
where (
. We need to check that the hypotheses (H1'), (H2)-(H5) and (H7') in Section 1 do hold for T .
Obviously, (H2) holds. As for (H5), it is easy to see that E 1 (1, 0, 0), E 2 (0, 1, 0), E 3 (0, 0, 1) are the equilibria on each axis, respectively. Moreover, they attract all the nontrivial orbits in each axis respectively. Now we need the following lemmas:
Lemma 5.1. T satisfies (H1') and (H3).
Proof. We denote by DT (x) the derivative of T at x ∈ C. It follows from (5.3) that 
After a lengthy calculation we obtain that det DT (x) > 0, hence DT (x) is invertible for every x ∈ C. Furthermore, it is also not difficult to show that (DT (x) −1 ) I 0 for every x ∈Ḣ + I and the nonempty subset I ⊂ {1, 2, 3}. Thus we have proved (H3).
Since DT (x) is invertible for every x ∈ C, T is a local homeomorphism. In order to prove that T is a global homeomorphism, by [28, Theorem 4 .1], we need to show that T is competitive, i.e., if
x, y ∈ C and T x < T y then x < y. To end this, let x, y ∈ C and T x < T y. Define the segment
Since T is a local homeomorphism, it is not difficult to show that there exists a continuous path Consequently, we have proved that T is competitive, which implies that T is a C 1 -diffeomorphism onto its image T C, i.e., (H1') holds. has no positive solution.
